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A STORIICARE CASE STUDY



In 1939,  a  small  group of  parents started a society to educate others
and provide special ized services to chi ldren with disabi l i t ies .  Their
goal  was to increase publ ic  awareness about mental  disabi l i t ies .  The
society grew and expanded to become what is  today Abi l i ty  Now Bay
Area -  an organization that has provided funding and assistance to
parents over the years and now offers  st imulating programs and
services in Cal i fornia .

Ability Now Bay Area (ANBA) offers a rich
variety of adult learning programs that
focus on increasing self-confidence and
autonomy. 



The Challenge

ANBA was seeking a way to
input daily notes and

progress information into an
electronic format

A SOFTWARE SYSTEM WAS REQUIRED TO

KEEP TRACK OF DATA AND STORE IT IN A

COMPLIANT AND EFFICIENT DIGITAL FORMAT



Ability Now Bay Area has been growing over the years and needed a scalable
operational system that could reduce their process load and help staff focus on
participant activities.

We were using Access database, which was a very old,
very clunky system that wasn't very much of a system at
all. It was really complicated and difficult. So it really
didn't work. And then we're looking at all the person-
centered stuff. We're looking at all the other needs that
we had with more people needing to access the
information and input data.

Emily Fathom



The Solution
A person-centered care platform
that would allow staff to store
daily notes and much more was
discovered:



The Solution

Digital EHR Person-centered

design

Unlimited

Storage



"I'm glad you contacted us. The StoriiCare system is just so simple.
I mean, literally knowing what you're looking at, and knowing that  
when you're clicking the save button that it's stored into the
platform. It's so simple. That's the reason why the platform guides
you created are great as well. It's the fact that it's that easy. I can't
imagine anything else working, honestly. So, you guys really saved
us and I really have no idea if you understand how true that is and
how appreciative I am as a result.

Emily Fathom



What We Can Improve
Presentations are communication tools

that can be used as demonstrations.

THE IMPLEMENTATION: 

Most staff members did not have previous experience  with
computers or have extensive knowledge of technology - which was
a challenge for the center. Initially, StoriiCare training guides were
used to inform and train Management on platform features
alongside live Zoom calls. A short time after, staff members were
then trained in short sessions by management to ensure everyone in
the center was able to have visibility on not only how to use
StoriiCare, but how it can provide them with value. 



 
"You took care of some of the other

areas that I hadn't even thought of, that

I didn't know needed to happen."

Emily Fathom

Versatile Support
StoriiCare supported ANBA's transition

with easily accessible Live Chat,

Training videos, and Help Articles.



FEATURES TO RECORD PROGRESS
"Looking at our Progress Notes on StoriiCare, we now have enough
participant updates that we can actually demonstrate a good
understanding of who they are. You can just easily read all their
updates. It should tell a narrative - It should tell a story. StoriiCare
enables us to do this."

The Benefits

Emily Fathom



PERSON-CENTERED CARE
"I was designing a custom database to be used in the center. I
had most of it designed and ready to go. I was getting ready to
start the implementationphase . There were some kinks that
still hadn't been worked out, which I was worried about, but it
was pretty much there. Then you guys came in and you showed
me what StoriiCare had to offer. It was everything I was
designing  and more. You had worked out all my issues and
then you went way above and beyond that, even the person-
centered aspects of it. "

Emily Fathom



"I absolutely see how much work you guys are doing and how fast
StoriiCare is moving. In some cases i've been seriously impressed at
the pace at which you're moving at, especially on new features and 
 improvements. I just want you guys to know how much I
appreciate it. "

Emily Fathom

AN EVOLVING PLATFORM 
THAT LISTENS TO FEEDBACK



US PHONE

UK PHONE

Talk to us!
Find out more about how StoriiCare can help

improve the quality of care you provide.

+1 (650) 924 9930

(+44) 141 816 0373

EMAIL

team@storii.com

AUS PHONE

(+61) 3 7035 7936

www.storiicare.com


